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There comes a period when couples opt to create and raise tiny helpless humans, hoping they
one day become non-tiny and less helpless.Join the writer and his wife as they navigate those
ten months, from the always romantic conception, to her water breaking in probably the most
unique way possible.), the initial years of parental cluelessness, the horrible twos, threenagers,
and the few years that follow if they begin to find out about a world that's actually crazier than
they're.That is one family's journey through ten months of pregnancy (isn't it said to be nine
months?No it is not.It's mainly a breeze. A few of it is devastating.. Then view them attempt
parenthood, from the seemingly simple regimen of dressing their children for school, to the
complex connection with teaching them to make use of general public bathrooms. Pre and
postnatal complications; battles making use of their own mental wellness; and those rapidly
developing and irrational miniature versions of themselves.. A lot of it is overwhelming.
Everything challenges them to maintain their sense of humor.And when they attempted to go on
an airplane as a family... that was a sh*tshow.
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